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1.0

Introduction

The Māori Sites of Significance for the Waikato Proposed District Plan is based on Pā sites and the
New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) site record scheme provides the information
required for district plan purposes. The brief for this report was:
•

to create a methodology to set a line of interest around the NZAA sites that WDC have
identified as Māori Sites of Significance, that is Pā.

•

provide GIS data for MSS templates created by Sheryl Pāekau of WDC.

•

Assist WDC GIS digitiser

A line of interest was drawn in esri arcmap around the Pā and the detail of how this was done is set
out in Section 5 Methodology and shown in Appendix 1. Physical features of the Pā can be seen in
aerial imagery, contours and in some cases Lidar imagery were used to guide a boundary. The
defensive ditch and bank is usually used by archaeologist as a boundary for a Pā although many Pā
on steep hills with a series of terraces outside the ditch and bank and these can be included in a Pā
boundary. Text descriptions, photographs and plans from the NZAA site records were also used as a
boundary guide. WDC converted the esri gis data to their Qgis system.

2.0

Background

The Waikato District Council covers a wide range of physical landscapes, the Waikato River, basin
and environs, Waikato West Coast and Whaingaroa and Aotea harbours. Pā are located on hills,
rivers, streams, harbour and lake edge, a large variety of physical contexts. The hāpu and iwi of the
region and WDC all originate from the Tainui waka which was hauled across the Tamaki Isthmus and
made a landfall at Kawhia. The Tainui ancestors spread first along the west coast between Kawhia
and Manuka and upper Waipa catchment, then different sections of the Waikato River and
Maungatautari. There were internal movements and spread of successive ancestors who created the
decent groups of the hāpu and iwi of the late 19th century and the territory and Pā they occupied.
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Leslie Kelly1 and Pei Te Hurinui Jones2 both produced books on the history of Tainui ancestors of the
Waikato and Ngati Maniapoto regions where Pā, a defended settlement, is featured as a significant
place for its ancestral association and history. Leslie Kelly produced a series of articles for the Journal
of Polynesian Society describing Pā with drawings and iwi and ancestor history associated with each
Pā which he includes in his book. In Appendix 1 is the Kelly article produced by Journal Polynesian
Society on Taupiri. Kelly provides a history of the Pā and the associated ancestors, a detailed plan of
the Pā and some photographs. Kelly undertook a field visit, mapped the Pā and research to the
traditions and history of each Pā.
The Māori Sites of Significance for Waikato District Council is an extension or continuation of the
work Leslie Kelly initiated from the 1930s – 40s but is based on the information of the New Zealand
Archaeological Association site recording scheme. Kelly defined the boundary of the Pā with his
drawings (see Appendix 2).
Jack Golson initiated the establishment of New Zealand Archaeological Association (NZAA) and its
site record scheme. He observed “because of their numbers, outstandingness and importance, Pā
sites have received more attention than any other type of field evidence in New Zealand. In the main
this has been a by-product of the study of tribal history. The result has been the identification in the
field of many named Pā important in Māori tradition, rather than the study of sites in their own
right.3 Here Golson was delineating the approach of archaeology in its examination of cultural
features of Pā, such as location, physical features of defences, terraces, pits, and shell midden,
comPāred to the history aspect. Golson advocated the sePāration of history and people to focus on
the use of scientific methods for archaeology.
The site recording scheme was initiated in the 1950s for archaeological research and a record for
sites that were fast disappearing with land development. NZAA members who recorded
archaeological sites made field visits and a record of the site which comprised location, access,
property owners, field observations, physical state and a plan of the site. In the Waikato local NZAA
members during the mid-1960s mainly recorded Pā as these were the easiest recognisable
archaeological sites with above ground physical and carrying on the Pā theme as a significant
archaeological site. The quality of information of these records is variable and since the 1960s many
of the visible features such as ditches has disappeared by subsequent land activity. The national
1
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coverage of aerial photographs to create the topographical maps from the early 1940s have been
valuable to identify original features which was still visible during the 1940s- 1960s. During the
1970s and 80s, aerial photos was used to identify unrecorded Pā sites by Steve Edson for NZAA.

3.0

The Cultural Significance of Pā

The pepeha (tribal saying) for the Waikato River and its people is:
Waikato-taniwha-rau
He piko, he taniwha
He piko, he taniwha.
Waikato of a hundred taniwha
At every bend a taniwha can be found.
During the political turmoil of the 19th century this pepeha symbolised the number of Waikato chiefs
and their Pā along the Waikato River and the ability of Waikato iwi to amass large numbers for war
and later support for the establishment of the Kingitanga.
Pā are noted for the presence of visible physical features as defended settlements and their
prominent location in the landscape. They also are culturally important because of ancestors who
are associated with Pā and in turn Pā represents the mana and tapu of those ancestors. Pā may be
occupied by various ancestors over time but the Pā occupied by an ancestor of note, the Pā becomes
celebrated as a representation of that ancestor. The cultural importance of Pā is shown in histories
of Tainui by Pei Jones and Leslie Kelly where they refer to Pā and ancestors. Finn Phillips produced a
two volume book which he called ‘Landmarks of Tainui” and the books are based mainly on Pā with
aerial photos and history. The Waikato Land Confiscation of 1863 with its alienation process has
meant for many Pā there is little information today about their history but this does not lessen
cultural significance. Private property ownership does not affect or lessen cultural values

4.0

RMA 1991 and Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014

Prior to the introduction of academic and scientific archaeology during the 1950s, Pā were studied or
written for its history of ancestors, hāpu and iwi. Archaeology studies Pā and other sites not for its
history but information for theories of cultural evolution through scientific research of the Pāst. This
overlap is seen in the RMA and HNZPTA. Archaeological provisions of the Historic Places Act was
introduced in the 1975 Act where by legislation,the field of archaeology became the steward and
authority on Māori heritage identified as archaeological sites. Archaeology uses scientific criteria to
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evaluate and delineate archaeological values and this is where Māori cultural values and science
sePārate. Archaeological or cultural sites over time are subjected to natural processes and land use
activity where highly disturbed or modified sites or common site types can have low values. Cultural
significance or values is not affected by natural processes or land use activity, because their cultural
importance is ‘being there’ or having a physical presence. Section 6 (e) of the RMA allows cultural
values or cultural significance to be assigned to archaeological sites especially for Pā. Low
archaeological values have no influence on cultural significance and sections 2(1) and 6(e) assigns
tangata whenua, hāpu and iwi the role and status of stewards of their heritage.

5.0

Methodology

The methodology used to determine the boundaries for the Māori Sites of Significance is based on
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NZAA site record file with description, photographs and plans of the Pā
Defensive ditch and bank
Terraces and pits
The use of contour in gis map
Historic aerial photos showing Pā physical features (ditch and bank, terraces and pits)
[Retrolens web site).
6. Lidar GIS imagery
7. Historic maps and survey plans
The boundary is drawn in a gis mapping programme and determined by the edge of the physical
features which can vary, depending on topography and other natural physical features where the Pā
is located. It is common for sub-surface features, which is not visible on the surface to be outside the
boundary of the Pā. Examples of this methodology is shown in Appendix 1 and two examples are
provided from Tauranga City Council area where residential development enveloped these Pā.
NZHPT archaeologist Dr Bruce McFadgen had an input into the defining the property boundary
surrounding the Pā during the early 1990s for these plans for residential sections, the era of the
RMA. The author viewed this in Tauranga before the housing was established. One example is
provided from a Pā at Horongarara Point (R14/52) Raglan. There is a sequence of aerial photos for
the Tauranga examples showing the Pā in 1943 as rural and later various phases of urban
development.
Some sites it was difficult to draw a boundary because of the uncertainty of location and absence of
gis contour coverage. Many of the Pā sites was identified during the 1970s and 80s by the use of
aerial photos and where Pā features were identified in aerial photos that could not be accessed from
Retrolens web site original copies have to be located and examined. In cases which required more
information which took a longer time to access were not drawn. Kaumatua informants from
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Tauranga and Tuhoe during the 1980s and 1990 refer to their childhood experiences of Pā as a tapu
place and the tapu boundary was defined by the ditch and bank of the Pā. In the Bay of Plenty many
marae and kainga remained close to Pā whereas the Waikato Land Confiscation or RauPātu, land
was not returned directly to the hāpu.

5.1

MSS Could not be Ascertained

R14/85

Need 1971 aerial see site record form

R14/6

Could not ascertain

R14/149

Could not ascertain with aerials – could be R14/182

R14/98

Could not ascertain

R14/143

Could not ascertain

R12/129

Highly likely is R12/129 possible mix up in site record form

S13/62

Not a site

S13/170

Same aerial photo in S13/4 of S13/170

R13/85

Could not ascertain

R13/67

Checked aerials uncertain

R13/77

Same as R13/64 in srf

R13/35

Could not ascertain

R13/4

Could be R13/47 mix up in srf

A large majority of the pa were identified by Steve Edson during the 1970s and early 1980s, who was
the Waikato regional file keeper for NZAA. He would have used a stereoscope to view aerial photos
which provides a 3D view and verifies any visible pa earthworks – ditch and bank, pits, terraces etc.
The pa identification should have been followed by a field check programme which did not occur in
most cases. Many were field checked by archaeologists during different periods, but a lot was not. In
some site record forms an archaeologist could not find any evidence for a pa and it could be a
matter of location or a lack of alignment of information with the srf. The use of aerials down-loaded
from the Retrolens web site was satisfactory to ascertain the presence and location of pa sites but
some sites required the aerial photos that Edson used and the use of a stereoscope and aerial
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photos for pa where there was uncertainly. Where pa have been highly modified over the years and
the aerials showed pa in a good state, these were drawn for the MSS.

6.0

Discussion

This work was conducted in accordance with Māori Sites of Significance Schedule prepared for the
District Plan Review (Appendix 4). Pā are not an isolated settlement and there are many types of
cultural sites either neighbouring the Pā or in the vicinity. They could be pits, shell midden, terraces,
kainga, urupa and along the Waikato River between Taupiri and Karapiro are borrow pits and
associated ‘Māori soils’. Along the Waikato and Waipa River the Horotiu gravel soils underlie the
Taupo ash series of soils transported by the rivers and the gravel soils these are dug as borrow pits
and mixed with the Taupo soils for gardening. Many of these borrow pits and soils cluster around
Pā4.
Those MSS that were not completed was because it took considerable time to confirm location and
area of the Pā. As stated above, verification was provided by NZAA site record information, historic
aerial photos (1940s - 70s), lidar imagery, historic maps and plans (Māori Land Court). Historic aerials
could be accessed through the Retrolens web site but some Pā could only be identified in
photograph series that were not online and can be difficult to obtain a copy5. A general practise in
the past was the Pā were visited in the field and information recorded and placed in the site record.
But many were identified by aerial photos or observation in the field from a distance. With the
establishment of Pā in the Proposed District Plan, further work in the future will be the completion
of MSS where the boundary was not drawn. Also, field inspection and accurate mapping as well as
any further cultural information or research for individual MSS. Appendix 5 is a table for Pā in the
Tamahere area prepared by the author in 2012 for a report for Ngati Haua which gives an indication
of the identification method, physical state and the need for further field survey and mapping.

4

Campbell, M. 2012. Cambridge Section of Waikato Expressway: A Desktop Study. Report to NZTA and NZHPT
pp 5- 17.
5
http://retrolens.nz
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Appendix 1 – Methodology for Drawing Pā Boundary

Boundary drawn around pa
Ditch and bank
R12/143
Example of drawing a Pā boundary

Contours
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Examples of survey plans, aerial photo, SRF plan.

ML10486 1917
S12/350
Mangatangi

838 2 1944 Te Akau Coast R15/82 Manuaitu Pā

9

S14/107 NZAA Site Record Form - Tamahere

10

Te Ouwe Pā – U14/257 - Maungatapu, Ngati He – Tauranga City Council

501/60 1943

1990s showing road cut through ridge.

11

TCC 2017 aerial

Double ditch and bank
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How Pā and buffer zone boundary would be drawn FOR WDC.

Google Map Road Views
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Google Map road view of Ouwe Pā

Te Auhe/Tikorangi Pā (U14/233)

Tauranga City Council gis map 2018
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TCC GIS 1990s

Property boundary and 1943 aerial photo – TCC GIS
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How this would be drawn for WDC

Google maps road view of Pā
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Google maps road view of Pā

R15/42

R15/42 Hongarara Point, Raglan

Appendix 2
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Journal Polynesian Society "Taupiri Pa" Vol 149 1940
Leslie G Kelly pp 148 - 159
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Appendix 3

New Zealand Herald 23 january 1929
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Appendix 4 - Physical State of Pa in Tamahere Area (2012)
NZAA Site No.
S14/35
42
43
49
51
54
55
56
61
70
84
85
107
108
117
119
120
128
173
197
S15/19
25
26
34
35
65
302

Year recorded
1964
1964
1965
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1977
1977
1979
1990
1986
1986
1986
1985
1985
Visited 1997
1996
2005
1969
1976
1976
1977
1977
1980
1986

Physical state
intact
destroyed
damaged state 1966
Damaged state 1968
Intact 2000
Intact 2005
Destroyed 1968
Intact with modification
Not visited – aerial id.
Intact
damaged
Aerial id - unknown
Slight damage, intact
Some damage
Aerial id - unknown
Aerial id
Aerial id
intact
Damaged
intact
destroyed
Intact with Some damage
Intact with some damage
damaged
damaged
destroyed
intact

